Influence of the directional ordering on magnetization processes in the amorphous Fe44.5Co44.5Zr7B4 alloy was investigated in the temperature region of 27 to 300
Influence of the directional ordering on magnetization processes in the amorphous Fe44.5Co44.5Zr7B4 alloy was investigated in the temperature region of 27 to 300
• C for stabilization times of up to 1000 min by means of the Perminvar effect. The time-temperature dependent Perminvar effect was found to be very sensitive on the stage of the domain structure stabilization. The Perminvar critical fields HCR were shifted to higher values with increasing stabilization temperatures and times. At lower temperatures, the susceptibility increases over wide range of the measuring fields. Stabilization at higher temperatures causes that the susceptibility abruptly increases in the narrow field range. The record critical field HCR = 246 Am −1 was obtained.
Introduction
Multicomponent Fe 44.5 Co 44.5 Zr 7 B 4 Hitperm alloy was prepared for high temperature magnetic applications [1] . Chemical composition, amorphous structure and ferromagnetic state bring about intensive time-temperature directional ordering in the alloy [2] stabilizing the actual domain structure and deepening the domain wall (DW) potentials manifested by several macroscopic phenomena [3] . One of them is the Perminvar effect (PE) characterized by constant permeability (susceptibility) for measuring field amplitudes H 0 < H CR [4] . Atom pairs reordering leads to formation of the additional stabilization DWs' potential E s (t, T ) [5] which influences the pinning field distribution. The critical field H CR is the lowest pinning field. At this field the susceptibility stops to be constant and begins to rise [2] . The total relaxation consists of several elementary relaxation processes (119) which contribute to the DW potential. The critical field is given by the gradient of the total DW potential [3] :
where I s is the saturation magnetization, H CR0 is the unrelaxed critical field, P is the total number of the atom pair types, ∆H
is a contribution to the maximal change of the critical field caused by p-type magnetic relaxation, R (p) (T, t) is the p-type relaxation function.
Experimental
Perminvar effect have been investigated on the amorphous Fe 44.5 Co 44.5 Zr 7 B 4 alloy by the AC susceptibility measurements. The amorphous alloy was prepared by the melt-spinning technique in ribbon form. The susceptibility measurements were carried out on the straight samples 5 cm long and 2 mm wide at temperatures 27-300
• C after stabilization up to 1000 min in argon atmosphere. After each temperature the sample was cooled in the furnace and the Perminvar effect measurements were repeated at room temperature again. The field dependences of the AC susceptibility after demagnetization and stabilization were measured by the mutual induction method at frequency f = 334 Hz.
Results and discussion
The influence of time-temperature stabilization of domain structure on magnetic processes in amorphous alloys can be investigated by the Perminvar effect. Studying the Perminvar effect in the amorphous Hitperm-type alloys, a conservation of perminvar properties for material cooling down to room temperature represents a great interest. In Fig. 2a one can see that the susceptibility χ(H 0 ) remains constant up to the value H CR = 246 A/m after cooling from T = 300
• C (curve 1). The susceptibility χ(H 0 ) abruptly increases almost to its maximal value if this H CR is overrun. This giant χ(H 0 ) growth is connected with advanced development and simultaneous unification of the stabilization potential E S (t, T ) for all DWs and with a shift of the pinning field distribution to higher values. Consecutive demagnetization does not change this Perminvar character of the χ(H 0 ) depen-dences. The value of critical field H CR obtained by cooling from T = 300
• C to room temperature (RT) after 1 min long stabilization exceeds more than 40 times the H CR value obtained for the as-cast sample after the same stabilization time (Fig. 1b, curve 1) . It comes from the fact that DWs after demagnetization are placed to places where deep and abrupt potential wells were created at the previous intensive stabilization of the domain structure. The critical fields measured after cooling to RT monotonously increase with temperature of previous heatings (Fig. 2b, curve1 ). The record value of H CR = 246 A/m was obtained after cooling from 300
• C . The conserved high values of critical fields are partly caused by irreversible relaxation processes at higher stabilization temperatures. After demagnetization and consecutive stabilization during 1 min, the critical fields are lower than the H CR obtained without demagnetization but they are still higher than the intensity of the earth magnetic field. This fact could be important for electronic applications requiring a constant value of the susceptibility in a wide range of magnetic field intensities.
Conclusion
In this work we presented that the intensive Perminvar effect occurs in the FeCoZrB Hitperm-type amorphous alloy. It is sensitive on time-temperature stabilization of the domain walls which is caused by the atom pairs directional ordering. The Perminvar critical fields increase with increasing time and temperature and they reach the record value of H CR = 246 A/m after stabilization at T = 300
• C and consecutive cooling to room temperature. The obtained Perminvar properties of the Hitperm-type alloy maintain for room temperature as well.
